EFF CONDEMNS DECEPTIVE INTERVIEW OF CIC JULIUS MALEMA BY ENCA
AT PAN AFRICAN PARLIAMENT

Tuesday, 01 June 2021

The EFF condemns the desperate thuggery of eNCA, who conducted an interview
with the CIC Julius Malema like a low-life paparazzi company, in the chambers of the
Fifth Pan-African Parliament.

An eNCA journalist conducted an interview with the President and Commander in
Chief, by ensuring that they hid all branding that identifies them with their racist
organization.

This is despite the well-publicized ban by the EFF on any media engagements with
the private broadcaster, as a result of eNCA’s very own undertaking to walk out of the
EFF’s 2nd National People’s Assembly, in December 2019.

The actions of eNCA and its journalist were not only unethical, but disgusting for the
fact that their employer deliberately utilized a microphone that did not have branding,
meaning they were aware that they were conducting an interview deceitfully.

They did not indicate which media house they hailed from, and further ensured that
they had no branding of the company, in order to secure an interview under false
pretence.

It is not only pathetic, but reveals an alarming desperation by eNCA to associate
themselves with an organization that has requested them to refrain from attempting to
interview its membership and leadership.

These acts, of misleading and disrespecting our cordial request to stay away from us,
comes after months of eNCA employees insisting on interviewing EFF members and
leaders, despite their continuous pleas for the racist broadcaster to stay away from
them.

This conduct is outrightly abusive.

eNCA has proven itself not only to be a racist organization, but a manipulative one,
that sends female journalists to impose themselves on us in the picket lines, and now
to secure interviews with us by hiding their very identity.

They are determined to violate our rights and the rights of those who belong to the
EFF, and there are no depths that they will not stoop to in order to achieve that
objective.

The EFF demands that eNCA refrains from using its stolen interview with the CIC
Julius Malema on any of its desperate news platforms, that are clearly struggling with
ratings since the outlet’s own racist decision to disassociate with us.

We urge them stick to their mandate of distorting the EFF, and serving the agenda of
those who bankroll their news content, without dragging us into the gutter they belong
to.

Failure to adhere to this demand will have consequences!

